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 Here are some synths that Paul added a special BPM/Tomlinson Effect: Paul’s chords go on the far right and I usually play the
melody on the far left. I’ve also added some chords in the blue circles. I usually play the “1/4” and “8” but played the full chords
on the harmonized song! When Paul has time, he goes in the drum machine and makes some very unique melodies. I added in a

synth blast and he went for a delay and a phaser. Check out the top of the song for a trackGod synth added!OTTAWA -
Immigration Minister Jason Kenney says Prime Minister Stephen Harper is "very open-minded" about possible changes to
Canada's immigration system that are promised in the Conservative party's platform and will be discussed this week. The

Vancouver Convention Centre will play host to the convention of the Conservative party Thursday to kick off its leadership
race. Convention delegates will hear a keynote address by Harper, in which he is expected to outline Conservative priorities in
his second term. In a one-on-one session with media, Kenney acknowledged there are two campaigns vying for Conservative

leadership. One is led by Maxime Bernier, who has said the party's focus should be to lower taxes and limit government
intervention. The other campaign is led by Michael Chong, who has said he wants to expand government programs aimed at

creating "equal opportunity for all." "I think there are clearly two camps, at least," Kenney told reporters after a speech
Wednesday night in Calgary. "I think the prime minister's very open-minded. He's going to pay attention to this." Kenney

pointed to the immigration platform as a means for Harper to look beyond the Conservative base and understand where the
party should go in its renewal. "Immigration, as you know, is the point of distinction between the two campaigns," Kenney said.
"We hear of an immigration system that is broken. There is no doubt about it. The Conservatives have been waiting years to fix

this, and they are going to fix it." Kenney said the platform emphasizes individual rights, as well as an increased focus on
bringing in skilled workers, with no limitations on immigrants' access to work. "The Conservatives do want to have more highly

skilled immigrants. They do want to have a better control of the immigration process," 82157476af
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